involved on work showing how the details of fission are dominated by shell effects and this work was described in a talk by R. Balian. Some of the ways fission is con tributing to the main stream through the spectroscopy of the shape iso mers were discussed by S. Bjornholm. One of the highlights of the fission contributions was the experi ment carried out at Munich in which the E2 internal conversion lines of the ground state rotational band of the shape isomer have been observed and show the expected larger moment of inertia.
It was the calculations of the nuclear potential energy surface which led to the speculations on super heavy elements and the possibility of their formation in heavy ion reactions. Swiatecki, in a talk linking fission and heavy ion reactions, emphasized the relevance of the information obtained on the shape of the nuclear potential energy surface to the possibility of formation of super heavy elements and the critical need for knowledge of nuclear viscosity.
A different approach to the nucleus is involved in the remaining topic covered by the conference -nuclear physics above 100 MeV, in which high energy projectiles or mesons are used to probe the fine structure of nuclei. It is from these experiments, as Wil kinson emphasized in a closing talk, that we are getting evidence that the nucleus really is made from neutrons and protons. There were contributions showing the effect of the 3-3 reso nance in pion-nucleus scattering and in photo-meson production in nuclei, but the inelastic electron scattering and the p,2p experiments which reveal the low-lying bound levels still appear to disagree on the position of the lowest s level.
This conference showed that heavy ion and high energy approaches to the nucleus are beginning to take us away from the traditional preoccu pation with light ion reactions and the few nucleons at the top of the Fermi sea. It was successful and timely in bringing together these developing fields and in highlighting areas where, with appropriate facilities, our under standing of the nucleus will be enriched. . All reached an unusually high standard, but Hans Queisser's contribution must be singled out as exceptional. A stranger entering the hall during the applause at the end might well have thought that a US Pre sidential candidate was being nomi nated ! The talk was concerned with the behaviour of semiconductors when the carrier lifetime was shorter than the dielectric relaxation time, a con dition that causes most of our standard assumptions to become inva lid, and that turns conventional teaching on its head. One feature of the other invited talks that aroused some comment was the avoidance of semiconductor topics. Most solid state device conferences in the past have been heavily weighted towards semi conductors, and it was interesting to note how so many other areas are now proving ripe for exploitation. A special evening discourse by W. Shockley on the early history that lay behind the invention of the transistor entertained a large audience. For an hour or so, they were taken back twenty-five years, and treated to a well-prepared and documented exposition, bringing in characters familiar and unfamiliar, and tracing their subsequent fates.
L.L. Green

Physics of Semiconductors
Strict refereeing by a knowledgeable programme committee had been un able to fault nearly 100 contributed papers, and two parallel sessions were needed to accommodate them. Fortu nately, Lancaster has suitable lecture theatres adjacent to each other, and it was relatively easy to commute. The organizers consistently allotted the more popular session to the smaller theatre, but there were few complaints. Topics covered included Microwave Devices, Schottky Barriers, Surface Acoustic Waves, Semiconductor Ma terial Processing, Liquid Crystals, Electroluminescence and Glassy Switches, but most excitement was generated by a paper from M.F. Tompsett, in which he showed a colour TV picture obtained using charge-coupled image-sensing arrays.
The extra-curricular activities were also educational. Those who took the afternoon outing towards the Lake District saw one lake, one stately home, and one coach crash. At the dinner at the Wintergarden in Morecambe, the guest speaker was F.J.M. Laver, the U.K. Post Office Board Member for Data Processing, and both his speech and the menu were excellent. We are told that the dozen ladies who came with their husbands made good use of their time, with visits arranged to Black pool, the Lake District and Lancaster Castle.
ESSDERC Contains the proceedings of a meeting held to review the progress made in polaron physics since 1962. The major theoretical and experimental developments dealt with in this book include: magneto-optical properties (with applications relating to II-VI and III-V semiconductors) ; internal excited states (resonances) of polarons and their role in the optical and magneto-optical properties of free and bound polarons (applications to alkali-halides, thallous-halides and silverhalides) ; transport properties (including high field effects) with an extension of the KUBO formation ; polarons in degenerate semi conductors; piezo-polarons; acousto-polarons; small-polarons (transition metal oxides); excitons; effects of nonparabolicity of bands; alternative formulations of the theory. With contributions from leading physicists in the field, the book is intended for graduate physicists with a background in solid state physics. Many tables are given which relate physical constants to polaron properties. 
Principles and Application of Magnetic Cooling
